
Calculating your Carbon Footprint

Work this out annually to make it easier to measure improvements. It is usually best to work out the household totals  
first and then divide by the number of people living in the household for a personal footprint. 

1. HOUSEHOLD FUEL Amount of fuel used Multiplier to convert Total CO2 emissions
to kg of CO2 (kg of CO2)

HEATING
GAS (use one of the following)
New style units (cubic metres) of mains gas 2.2
Kilowatt hours (kWh) equivalent 0.2
COAL (one sack of coal usually weighs 50kg)
kg of anthracite 1.9
kg of bituminous 2.5
HEATING OIL (use one of the following)
Litres of heating oil 3
Gallons of heating oil 13.6
ELECTRICITY
Kilowatt hours (kWh) of electricity 0.5
Kilowatt hours (kWh) of green tariff electricity 0

TOTAL 1 - HOUSEHOLD FUEL

2. TRAVEL A. PRIVATE TRANSPORT

CAR USAGE  (Include all cars if calculating a household footprint)
OR (enter miles or km according to car type) Multiplier to convert Total CO2 emissions

Distance travelled to kg of CO2 (kg of CO2)
Small petrol car (up to 1.4 litre engine)
kilometres 0.18
miles 0.29
Medium petrol car (1.4 to 2.1 litre engine)
kilometres 0.21
miles 0.34
Large petrol car (over 2.1 litre engine)
kilometres 0.3
miles 0.48
Small diesel car (up to 2.0 litre engine)
kilometres 0.17
miles 0.28
Large diesel car (over 2.0 litre engine)
kilometres 0.26
miles 0.42
Medium petrol hybrid
Kilometres 0.13
miles 0.21
LPG Car
kilometers 0.22
miles 0.36

TOTAL 2A - PRIVATE TRANSPORT

 



TRANSPORT cont… B. PUBLIC TRANSPORT

When working out a household footprint, make sure public transport includes that used by all members of the household. Include all flights 
made. Try and estimate regular patterns for use of public transport.

Distance travelled Multiplier to convert CO2 emissions
to kg of CO2 (kg of CO2)

PLANE TRAVEL
As calculating distances is difficult, instead work Hours flown 450
out hours of flying time
RAIL TRAVEL
kilometers 0.05
miles 0.08
BUS TRAVEL
kilometers 0.1
miles 0.16
LONG DISTANCE COACH
kilometers 0.02
miles 0.03

TOTAL 2B  - PUBLIC TRANSPORT

TOTAL 2 - TRAVEL [= 2A (PRIVATE) + 2B (PUBLIC) TRANSPORT COMBINED]

3. PATTERNS OF CONSUMPTION
Other factors affect our footprint, but are difficult to measure. However rough approximations are possible by using the following
tadditions depending on the prevailing "lifestyle" of the household. If you fall between the descriptions then estimate your
total (NB Adults and children all count as 'persons"

                  Number of people in the household    CO2 emissions 
One Two Three Four Five+      (Kg of CO2)

"I have the latest of everything, love shopping 
and eat out or use mostly packaged convenience food"

"I'm reasonably thrifty, buy new things when I 
need them, and get most of my food from supermarkets"

"I mostly grow and cook my own organic food, shop  
locally, re-use and recycle whenever possible"

TOTAL 3 - PATTERNS OF CONSUMPTION

GRAND TOTAL - CARBON FOOTPRINT (In kg of CO2 produced)
[i.e. Total 1 (HOUSEHOLD FUEL) + Total 2 (TRANSPORT) + Total 3 (PATTERNS OF CONSUMPTION) COMBINED]

Divide the grand total by 1000 to get tonnes of CO2. If required divide by 3.67 to get 

The next step is to set a target for reducing this footprint and begin to work out how you might do that;   
for example by better fuel efficiency, better insulation, turning off lights, changing the way you travel, etc. 
If you repeat the assessment each year, you can see whether you have made any impact on reducing your footprint.

Average UK CO2 emissions are between 9 to 14 tonnes per person (depends whose figures you use) but we suggest you  
work on 12.5 tonnes. The UK government plans to reduce this by 80% by 2050 (from 1990 levels).  
Operation Noah wants to reduce our consumption by 100% (of 1990 levels) by 2030!

This form adapted with thanks using information from CRAGS, Diocese of Hereford environmental group, Mark Lynas 
and COIN.

Divide this by the number of people in the household to get a personal carbon footprint

10,500 Kg

2000 Kg 3,600 Kg 4,800 Kg 6,000 Kg 7,000 Kg

3000 Kg 5,400 Kg 7,200 Kg 9,000 Kg

2,100 Kg

the tonnage of Carbon produced.

600 Kg 1,080 Kg 1,440 Kg 1,800 Kg



Work this out annually to make it easier to measure improvements. It is usually best to work out the household totals  




